Flame Resistant Laboratory Coats
UCLA Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

**Type:** The Department sells Bulwark Flame Resistant Lab coats through Shipping Receiving and Stores (SRS) in 1224 Young Hall.

**Sizes:** XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
All sizes are available in SRS to try on.

**Order Online:** No online order available at this time.

**Order In Person:** Go to SRS to fill out the online form and pick up a lab coat.

**Embroidery:** SRS has coats available with and without the “UCLA Chemistry & Biochemistry” logo. Personalized embroidery with your name can be ordered for additional $10 through Mission Linen Supply. Stop by SRS to fill out the form in person.

**Cost:** $52.00 for FR Lab Coats without Logo
$58.00 for FR Lab Coats with Chemistry & Biochemistry Logo.

**Tailoring:** Walk-in tailoring service is done at London Cleaners at 1073 Gayley Avenue in Westwood. Options include sleeve shortening ($8.00), darts and torso tightening ($12.50) and sleeve tapering ($12.50). Before you take the lab coat to London Cleaners, you can stop by SRS and get a PO number.

**Cleaning:** Mission Linen laundry service picks up coats from SRS every Thursday morning and returns cleaned lab coats the following Thursday. The cost is $2.50 per coat. Fill out a cleaning form at SRS with your contact and six-digit billing information.